
Space Academy 3

Welcome to Sphero Space Academy! This is part 3 of 3.  

Welcome back again, cadets. This is the third and final stage of your training. 
You will need to draw on all that you learned before this in order to be 
successful. In order to complete this final stage of Sphero Space Academy you 
must bring your understanding of force, scale, and block programming together 
to help your team make it through the martian simulation. Best of luck. You'll 
need it!

Tags: exploration math science engineering space physics

block coding force

Grades: 3 to 8 | Duration: 2-4 Hours

NGSS: 3-5-ETS1-1, 3-5-ETS1-2, 3-5-ETS1-3, 3-PS2-1, 3-PS2-2, MS-ETS1-1,

MS-ETS1-2, MS-ETS1-3, MS-ETS1-4, MS-PS2-2

Supplies: SSA 3 Activity Pack, blue tape, student designed rovers, extra rover
materials.
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This project was developed by 
Sphero® and is featured on 
MakerHub with their permission. 

For more makerspace projects, 
visit makerhub.demco.com.



Step #1: Balanced Forces - Revisited

Using the activity pack that is attahed to this step (SSA 3.pdf), draw a scale model of your rover. Label any

important parts, including how it will carry the mission supplies (the pennies).

Discuss what effect the rover and pennies will have on Sphero and the additional force needed to move it.

Which part of the programming will you modify to make sure Sphero can move predictably with the

added weight?
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Attachments: SSA 3.pdf

Educator Tip:

This activity is designed to be a companion to your instruction. It lacks the depth that your adopted

curriculum can provide. Please use this as part of your instruction to help engage students and enrich the

learning. Made necessary modifications to the given instructions as needed.
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https://sphero-media-live.s3.amazonaws.com/cwist/picturesteps/c3/8b/SSA%203.pdf


Step #2: The Challenge

The Challenge

On the last page of the activity pack you will find the scale map of a simulated martian terrain that you see

below. Your goal is to create a path that Sphero and the rover will travel, collecting supplies as it travels

from the Landing Site to the Crater.

Please pay close attention to the following instructions:

1. Work with at least one other group.

2. Each supply stop is marked with a solid black circle or a group of of solid black circles.

3. Each solid black cirlce represents a cup.

4. Each cup will hold one penny.

5. Each penny represents life-sustaining supplies.

6. Draw a path on the map that takes you to each supply stop before arriving at the crater.
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Educator Tip:

This is another opportunity to allow for trial and error. Some students may choose to stick with their 90°

turns, and others may choose to be more daring and try different angles.

Keep in mind that students will not need to recreate the entire grid. They only need to measure and mark

the start, the end, the supply stops and the path Sphero will travel. This may require more space than

available if each team created their own. Have teams work together to build the scale map on the floor.

They can then take turns testing their programs until they are able to successfully navigate the course.
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Step #3: Build

After you have planned the rover’s path, you need to create a scale model on the floor that Sphero will

navigate.

Please pay close attention to the following instructions:

1. Work with at least one other group.

2. Place the cups upside-down to mark supply stops.

3. Place one penny on top of each cup.

4. Only recreate the path the Sphero-powered rover will travel. It is not necessary to recreate the entire

map and grid.

5. Remember you are scaling UP. Each 1cm square on the map is equal to 10cm on the floor.

6. Use blue tape to outline or to mark the path Sphero and the rover will travel.

7. Be sure to mark your start (Landing site) and a end (Crater) accurately.



Step #4: Program

Program

Once you have finished planning the path and building a scale model on the floor you will need to create a

program to navigate Sphero and the rover through the simulated martian terrain.

Please pay close attention to the following instructions:

1. Use roll and delay blocks to program the path. Remember how Sphero moves and how to make its

movements more predictable.

2. You must program a long delay at each supply stop. Someone from your group must place the

pennies into/onto the rover before the delay ends and Sphero starts moving again.

3. You are permitted to test your program during development.

4. Notify your Sphero Space Academy instructor when Sphero and the rover successfully complete the

simulation:

Starts at Landing Site

Navigates and stops at each supply stop

Pennies are loaded into/onto the rover at each supply stop before the Sphero starts moving again.

The Sphero and rover arrive at the crater with all seven pennies.

BONUS - Add a unique light and sound at each stop to remind your team to grab the supplies before the

Sphero leaves the supply stop.

Educator Tip:

This may prove to be too simple for students. Encourage those that finish early to add sound and lights to

denote when they've arrived at a supply station. If they complete that portion ahead of time, provide them

with a time limit -- "The Sphero-powered rover must make it through the simulation, collecting all the

pennies, in less than X:XX."
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